
 

 

Mr. Hansel 

Robotics (7th and 8th period) 

Week 5 
 

Instructions:  If you are receiving this packet, I am assuming you don’t have access to the Internet which will 

unfortunately makes a class focused on technology not quite so fun. The notes are those from last week, but I added 

some more to it!  I said in the PowerPoint where the new stuff begins (around slide 14).  Write the program in the 

assignment to demonstrate knowledge of the topic.  If you do not have safe and reliable access to the internet, then 

handwrite what you would type for each step and I will check it manually.  Otherwise, you should be on Google 

Classroom and doing this through trinket.io as we have done in class. 



CHAPTER 4- CODE STRUCTURES
HOW TO MAKE CODING ACTUALLY USEFUL

Note:  I realized I made a lot of my numeric comparisons strings instead of integers through 
this.  I really should have been doing integers and I realized it later.  Functionally, if doing 
math with numbers, just don’t put the “ “ but PAY ATTENTION to your data types!  
Everything obviously still worked, or I’d have recognized this sooner.



QUICK REVIEW

• So far, we’ve only really dealt with data manipulation.  But programming can do so much more.  Now, 
we begin asking the program to evaluate pieces of data.

• For example, if I worked in a refinery, a piece of code might tell me if the pressure exceeds a certain 
value.  I might definitely want to know if the pressure is getting too high for both my own livelihood as 
well as all those around.  A surprisingly important piece of code.

• But how exactly does the computer know to keep checking the code… and how does it know what “too 
high” is?  We’ll see that and more in this chapter.



COMMENTS

• A quick note that is very helpful when making more complex code: remember, 
comments can be displayed by starting a line with a # (hash tag, pound sign, 
octothorpe, etc.)

• The # is only valid for the line you start with it.  There are no ways to do multi-
line comments to my knowledge, so you just have to type it for each line.

• Comments are super helpful to explain to other programmers exactly WHAT 
your program is doing at any given step, or even to remind yourself of what 
you were thinking when you last messed with this code a year ago.



LINE CONTINUATION

• You can continue lines with a \ (back slash) which is useful to break up super freaking long lines of code.  
Sometimes your code gets away from you, and it’s recommended a single line of code not be longer 
than 80 characters.

• For things made in this class, I doubt the \ will come up very often here, but just remember it is a thing.



IF ONLY…

• Our first bit of code structure is the if statement.

• It is a statement that Python checks to see if something is true or not.

• When creating an if statement. start the line with if, type your condition, and then end it with a : (colon)

• I can test for truth by using the operator == (see the examples).

• = is telling Python to make a variable equal to a certain value.  == is asking the question “IS my variable equal 
to this?”  Python can respond one of two ways, True or False.

• If that statement is True, all the code underneath it will be run.  If that statement is False, the code 
underneath it won’t run.

• How does it know what code is a part of the if statement? Use whitespace.  Indent every line that is to be a 
part of that if statement.  Just make sure they’re all indented the same amount! I use tab which can get 
screwy if you mess up, some people use 4 spaces because that’s the coding recommendation and is more 
consistent.  The most important thing is that you use the same thing all the time!



IF I HAD EXAMPLES

Code

Code

Result

Result

Note that it didn’t print the line indented under the “if” code because the statement wasn’t true this time!
But the line un-indented is NOT in the “if” statement and happened anyway!

Make Hansel smart = Ask if Hansel is smart ==



WHAT ELSE?

• So, what if the if isn’t true?  The code gets skipped and it moves to the next non-indented area (relative 
to the if statement).

• But what if I want something else to happen if the statement is false? Well, rather than write a brand 
new if statement (which does work by the way!) I can instead simplify it a bunch by just writing, else.

• Else statements should not be indented as a part of the if, because it should run if the if is false!

• To write an else statement, just write else:

• Nothing else is needed!



ELSE EXAMPLES



IF THIS, ELSE THAT

• What if I want to check multiple things?

• I can use elif which stands for else if.  This means check to see if it is the first thing.  Else if it’s not, check 
this instead.

• To type an elif, you need a condition again because it contains a new if statement.

• This means your line should be elif condition:  (don’t forget the colon!)

• On the next few examples, take note that as I change the amount of money in my pocket, it changes 
exactly what prints out.  Once it meets a true statement, none of the other else or elif statements 
trigger off and it just goes to the next section of code i.e. my print(“The End”) line.



EXAMPLES



SMOOTH OPERATOR

• So I mentioned that typing something like x == 3 is Python asking “Is x equal to 3? True or False”.  We 
can use other operators like you learned in math (and some new ones).

• != means not equal and asks “Is my variable NOT equal to a value?”

• < means “Is my variable less than a value?”

• <= means “Is my variable less than or equal to a value?”

• > means “Is my variable greater than a value?”

• >= means “Is my variable greater than or equal to a value?”

• in means “Is my variable in a data structure?” (i.e. is it in a list, dictionary, etc., more on this later)



EXAMPLES OF OTHER OPERATORS
• In previous examples we saw examples of == and > in if statements, the rest are hopefully intuitive if 

you know what the symbols mean.  (Again, “in” will be discussed later.)



NESTED IF STATEMENTS

• Sometimes, one if just isn’t enough.  What if I wanted to know IF it was raining outside or not?  If you 
say yes, that answers my question, but if you say no, I then want to ask if it’s sunny or cloudy?  That 
would be an example of a statement that is multiple levels deep.  

• To separate the levels, use more indentation.  Lets look at a quick example (not much else changes!).  
I’m gonna use math in the example to to show you we can do stuff like that.

I realized I should have been using integer numbers here because I started doing math.



NEW STUFF STARTS BELOW

• Read the title.



TO BE AND/OR NOT TO BE

• and is a Boolean operator that means it has to follow two (or more) conditionals

• or is a Boolean operator that means it has to follow either conditional (which may include multiple, as 
long as it fits one criteria)

• not is a Boolean operator that means it has to NOT fit a certain criteria

• The easiest way to handle these is to use parentheses if you feel it will be confusing to decipher.

• Note that and, or, and not have a lower precedence than math terms like add, subtract or multiply.  This 
means a statement like “not 4 + 3” will first add 4 and 3 to make 7 and then check to see that it is NOT 
7.  If not had a higher precedence, it would first check to make sure that it is NOT 4 and then add 3, 
which doesn’t make sense.



EXAMPLES

• Read through these and 
see if you get why each 
one does or doesn’t 
work.  

• Beware the double 
negative on #6!  Not not
equal to 7 is the same as 
saying IS equal to 7.



TRUE AND FALSE QUESTIONS

• What is true? Not false.

• What is false? Any of the following (I put the type of data in parentheses, you are considered with the 
part not in the parentheses):

• False (Boolean), None (null), 0 (integer), 0.0 (float), “” (empty string), [] (empty list), () (empty tuple), {} 
(empty dictionary), set() (empty set).

• Reminder, anything that’s not one of the above is True and Python will evaluate expressions to 
determine if something is True or False before giving a verdict.



EXAMPLES OF TRUTH

• Look at whether each of the 
following data types is True or 
False.

• Remember, if statements only
occur if they are true!

• Else statements only occur if 
the if statement does not 
occur!



VISIT THE “IN” TO REST

• What if I want to know if something is in something else? That’s a pain because I’d have to check every 
single individual item to see if it works out… or I could just use an in feature and see if something is in
something else or not!



TYING IT ALL TOGETHER: A MORE COMPLEX EXAMPLE
• This is a notably more complex example, just see if you can read through the code and understand the 

purpose behind each line.  (I’m not saying this is the most efficient code, I just wanted to show a variety 
of things we’ve learned off so you can see it in action for planning a vacation.)

This is the result that prints to the screen.



Robotics – If Else Elif 

Remember to use and turn in a link generated on Trinket.  If you need a reminder, ask me.  https://trinket.io/home .  

Submit through Google Classroom as a link. 

1. Assign variables as needed for the assignment at the top of your program. 

2. Create an if statement that uses the Boolean expression “and” and results in a True statement.  In the if 

statement, print a statement that says the result is true. 

3. Create an if statement that uses the Boolean expression “and” and only one of the conditions is False.  In the if 

statement, print a statement that says the result is true.  Add an else statement below that prints a statement 

that says the result is false. 

4. Copy and paste what you did in #3 (or make a new one!).  Change the Boolean “and” expression into an “or” 

expression. 

5. Create an if statement containing the Boolean expression “not” and is True.  In the if statement, print a 

statement that says the statement is true. 

https://trinket.io/home
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